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ENVIRONMENT, CLIMATE CHANGE AND LAND REFORM COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

3rd Meeting, 2020 (Session 5) 
 

Tuesday 28 January 2020 
 
The Committee will meet at 9.30 am in the Robert Burns Room (CR1). 
 
1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether 

to take item 4 and all future consideration of the Climate Change Plan in private. 
 
2. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will take evidence on the 

Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 2019 
from— 

 
Dr Antje Branding, Policy Team Leader, and Keith Main, Policy Manager, 
Salmon and Recreational Fisheries, Marine Scotland; 
 
Dr John Armstrong, Director of Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory, Marine 
Scotland Science. 
 

3. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative 
instruments— 

 
The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 
2019; and 
The Electricity Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) 
Amendment Regulations 2019. 
 

4. Climate Change Plan: The Committee will consider its Climate Change Plan 
approach. 

 
5. EU exit and the environment (in private): The Committee will consider 

correspondence relating to the Agriculture (Retained EU Law and Data) 
(Scotland) Bill at Stage 1. 

 
6. Animals and Wildlife (Penalties, Protections and Powers) (Scotland) Bill 

(in private): The Committee will consider a draft Stage 1 report. 
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Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee 
  

3rd Meeting, 2020 (Session 5), Tuesday 28 January 2020 

Subordinate legislation 

 
SSI 2019/426: The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) 
Regulations 2019 
 
Type of Instrument:  Negative 
 
Laid Date:    19 December 2019 
 
Meeting Date:   28 January 2020 
 
Minister to attend meeting: No 
 
Motion for annulment lodged: No 
 
Drawn to the Parliament’s attention by the Delegated Powers and Law Reform 
Committee?    No 
 
Reporting deadline:  17 February 2020 
 
Background 
 
The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 2019 (SSI 
2019/426) were laid in the Scottish Parliament on 19 December 2019 and referred to 
the Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee for consideration 
under the negative procedure. 
 
The Committee last considered the Salmon Regulations at its 9th meeting of 2019 (12 
March 2019) when the Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 
2019 (SSI 2019/56) were laid. The Committee raised several issues when considering 
this instrument, including the robustness of the methodology used. 
 
The SSI is being laid before the Scottish Parliament under section 38(1) and (6)(b) 
and (c) of the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 2003.  
The negative instrument is subject to annulment within 40 days of it being laid. 
 
Committee consideration 
 
The Committee will take evidence from Scottish Government officials and formally 
consider the instrument. Themes for discussion in this session can be found on page 
6. 

Purpose 
 

Salmon is a protected species under the EU Habitats Directive and the Scottish 
Government intends to continue following the principles and policies set out in the 
Directive following the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2019/426/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2019/426/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2019/426/contents/made
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11992&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11992&mode=pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2019/56/contents/made
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As the policy note states, the purpose of the instrument is to amend the Conservation 
of Salmon (Scotland) Regulations 2016, which make provision to regulate the killing 
of salmon in specified areas, to reflect the most recent stock assessment for the 2020 
fishing season. 

The purpose of the 2016 Regulations is to ensure that the killing of Atlantic salmon in 
Scotland is managed by assessing and categorising specified areas of inland water in 
relation to their conservation status. 

Since the introduction of the 2016 Regulations, Marine Scotland has sought to develop 
and improve the annual conservation assessment process and the robustness of the 
data used in the assessment. Following scrutiny of the regulations in 2018 by the 
Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee, the Scottish Government 
agreed that no significant changes would be made to the underlying assessment 
model for a period of three years, to provide stability and certainty to the sector. Each 
annual assessment is, however, based on the most recently available data from 
submitted catch returns and the fish counter network. 

Grading of rivers 
 
The 2016 Regulations ensure that the killing of Atlantic salmon in Scotland is managed 
by assessing and grading specified areas of inland water in relation to their 
conservation status. The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) 
Regulations 2019 do not introduce any new or changed policies, but give effect to the 
outcomes of the fourth annual assessment of the conservation status of salmon. 
 
The conservation status of each stock is defined by the probability of it meeting its 
conservation limit (CL) over a 5-year period. Rather than a simple pass or fail, 
stocks have been allocated to one of the following three grades, each with its own 
recommended management actions: 
 

Category Probability 
of Meeting 
CL 

Advice 

1 At least 80% 
  

Exploitation is sustainable therefore no additional 
management action is currently required. This recognises 
the effectiveness of existing non-statutory local 
management interventions. 

2 60-80% Management action is necessary to reduce exploitation; 
mandatory catch and release will not be required in the first 
instance, but this will be reviewed annually. 

3 Less than 
60% 

Exploitation is unsustainable therefore management 
actions required to reduce exploitation for 1 year i.e. 
mandatory catch and release (all methods).  

 
Changes since the last instrument 
 
As noted above, there has been no change in the assessment methodology.  Any 
changes in grading are therefore a result of the recalculation of conservation status 
using the most up to date data (from the 2018 fishing season). 
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The overall position for the 2020 season is as follows: 
 

• Twelve rivers move from Grade 1 to Grade 2, where salmon may be 
retained, but catch and release is recommended; 

• A further two rivers (Leven (Dunbartonshire) and Ness) are assessed at 
Grade 1 but are given Grade 2 status to reflect the lower grading of a Special 
Area of Conservation (SAC) in the catchment – Endrick Water and River 
Moriston, respectively;  

• Ten rivers or systems fall from Grade 2 to Grade 3 status for 2020, where 
the retention of salmon will be prohibited under the regulations; and  

• Two rivers will rise in status under the latest assessment: River Moidart 
(Grade 3 to 2); and Gruinard River (Grade 2 to 1). 

 
The net effect of the various changes is summarised in the table below: 
 

Category 2016 
(Districts) 

2017 
(Rivers) 

2018 
 

2019 
 

 2020 

       

1 11 47 28 48  35 

2 15 48 21 30  35 

3 82 73 122 95  103 

 
The Scottish Government has compiled a larger table of the grading of each river, 
which is available online and is included in Annexe C. 
 
A copy of the Scottish Government’s Policy Note is included in Annexe A. 

 
A copy of the Scottish Government’s Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment is 
included in Annexe B. 
 
Scottish Government update 
 
Clerks contacted Scottish Government officials for further information regarding the 
methodology and stakeholder consultation ahead of the session, and received the 
following response: 
 

Methodology 
 
A summary of our conservation approach to wild salmon is set out on our web 
pages, with detailed documents available to download here (a paper setting out 
the methodology used can be found at Annexe D. This includes a detailed 
worked example of the 2020 season assessment for the River South Esk). 
 
It is worth stating that the methodology has not changed since last year.  This 
is in line with a commitment previously given to the Committee and 
stakeholders to provide a period of stability for those managing salmon stocks 
and fisheries, and to allow space for the further development of both the adult 
and a juvenile assessment model.  We do, however, use the most up to date 
data available from rod catches and other sources to calculate and update the 
conservation assessment for the coming season. 
 
 
 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Salmon-Trout-Coarse/fishreform/licence/status/limits
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.gov.scot%2FTopics%2Fmarine%2FSalmon-Trout-Coarse%2Ffishreform%2Flicence%2Fstatus%2F&data=02%7C01%7CJoe.Ryan-Hume%40parliament.scot%7C2d407c86679f4e2f7b2b08d79e86d881%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C0%7C637152174299546933&sdata=VUQalDtd8CuMEAscE3hDitEd2K83jKQGvgDsu0tV%2F%2FE%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.gov.scot%2FTopics%2Fmarine%2FSalmon-Trout-Coarse%2Ffishreform%2Flicence%2Fstatus%2F&data=02%7C01%7CJoe.Ryan-Hume%40parliament.scot%7C2d407c86679f4e2f7b2b08d79e86d881%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C0%7C637152174299546933&sdata=VUQalDtd8CuMEAscE3hDitEd2K83jKQGvgDsu0tV%2F%2FE%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.gov.scot%2FTopics%2Fmarine%2FSalmon-Trout-Coarse%2Ffishreform%2Flicence%2Fstatus%2Flimits&data=02%7C01%7CJoe.Ryan-Hume%40parliament.scot%7C2d407c86679f4e2f7b2b08d79e86d881%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C0%7C637152174299556940&sdata=Bw5LXgTjAlHuucU7IwexL208waDRu3h2upiBdq3DeyM%3D&reserved=0
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Stakeholder consultation and engagement 
 
The public consultation on the outcomes of the assessment and the proposed 
river and group gradings for 2020 took place between 20 August and 19 
September 2019.  As required by statute, a notice of the general effect of the 
proposals was published in two successive weeks.  We also e-mailed more 
than 1,500 stakeholders inviting them to respond and tweeted links to the 
consultation.  In addition, and new for this year, we produced a short video 
explaining the basic assessment methodology, to aid stakeholder 
understanding. This can be viewed here. 
 
In total, 39 individuals and organisations including angling clubs, district salmon 
fishery boards (DSFBs), fishery owners and local businesses responded to the 
invitation to comment.  Of these five respondents were supportive overall, 19 
objected to the model or proposed gradings and 15 had mixed or no view. We 
have responded to each of those representations and have, in many cases, 
resolved misunderstandings or answered the questions raised by 
correspondents to their satisfaction.  One grading has been changed as a result 
of these engagements, for the Berriedale and Langwell Special Area of 
Conservation. This raised the proposed grading from Grade 2 to Grade 1, and 
does not directly affect the regulations. 

 
Related issues 
 
The Scottish Government’s Programme for Government 2019-2020 included a 
commitment to publish a multi-year national wild Atlantic salmon strategy by 
September 2020. 
 
The Petitions Committee currently have an open petition (PE01782), which calls on 
the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to ensure that a full 
stakeholder consultation is carried out before Marine Scotland formalises policy on the 
stocking of Scotland’s salmon rivers. Lodged on behalf of The Scottish Gamekeepers 
Association (SGA) Fishing Group, the closing date for collecting signatures is 28 
January 2020. Background information can be found here. 
 
Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee (DPLRC) 

 
At its meeting on 14 January 2020, the DPLRC considered the instrument and had no 
comments to make.  
 
Procedure for Negative Instruments 
 
Negative instruments are instruments that are “subject to annulment” by resolution of 
the Parliament for a period of 40 days after they are laid. All negative instruments are 
considered by the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee (on various 
technical grounds) and by the relevant lead committee (on policy grounds). Under Rule 
10.4, any member (whether or not a member of the lead committee) may, within the 
40-day period, lodge a motion for consideration by the lead committee recommending 
annulment of the instrument. If the motion is agreed to, the Parliamentary Bureau must 
then lodge a motion to annul the instrument for consideration by the Parliament. 

 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DptXrKufauXo%26feature%3Dyoutu.be&data=02%7C01%7CJoe.Ryan-Hume%40parliament.scot%7C2d407c86679f4e2f7b2b08d79e86d881%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C0%7C637152174299556940&sdata=sSrX0MfTAPL3%2Fqr0ZwQCn%2BY2e64%2FbtcJKKNgU7sEbEU%3D&reserved=0
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/publication/2019/09/protecting-scotlands-future-governments-programme-scotland-2019-20/documents/governments-programme-scotland-2019-20/governments-programme-scotland-2019-20/govscot%3Adocument/governments-programme-scotland-2019-20.pdf
http://external.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01782
http://external.parliament.scot/gettinginvolved/petitions/PE01700-PE01799/PE01782_BackgroundInfo.aspx
https://digitalpublications.parliament.scot/Committees/Report/DPLR/2020/1/15/Subordinate-Legislation-Considered-by-the-Delegated-Powers-and-Law-Reform-Committee-on-14-January-2020#No-Points-Raised
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If that is also agreed to, Scottish Ministers must revoke the instrument. Each negative 
instrument appears on a committee agenda at the first opportunity after the Delegated 
Powers and Law Reform Committee has reported on it. This means that, if questions 
are asked or concerns raised, consideration of the instrument can usually be continued 
to a later meeting to allow correspondence to be entered into or a Minister or officials 
invited to give evidence. In other cases, the Committee may be content simply to note 
the instrument and agree to make no recommendation on it. 
 
Issues explored during previous scrutiny of the regulations 
 
In March 2019, the Committee questioned Scottish Government officials about the 
Regulations, examining the socioeconomic impact of river grading and the 
development of the model used. 
 
Socioeconomic impact of river gradings 

 

• Mark Ruskell MSP asked “Has moving a river from grade 1 to grade 2 or grade 3 
had any impact in terms of the socioeconomic advantages of being able to catch 
and kill rather than catch and release?” 

 
o Simon Dryden: “We are not sure whether there are fewer people fishing in rivers. 

However, at the moment, Scottish Enterprise, with two consultants, is conducting 
a three-month study to consider the issue. That study is looking at four areas of 
Scotland, and Scottish Enterprise will share the results of that study with us.” 

 
Model Development 

 

• Finlay Carson MSP asked: “You have talked about the juvenile assessment model. 
How will it play into future development of the framework and the model?” 

 
o John Armstrong: “we are getting very close to having the juvenile assessments 

going with the adult assessments. As Simon Dryden said, we should be in a 
position over the next month to see how well they mesh together.” 

 

• Finlay Carson also asked: “Are there any plans on the horizon in relation to 
predators on rivers, or for legislation to license control of predators?” 

 
o Simon Dryden noted the following in response: 
 

“We have also just launched a piscivorous bird stomach analysis project. Scottish 
Natural Heritage has licensed four rivers—the Nith, the Tweed, the Dee and the 
Spey—and each has been given 36 goosanders and 36 cormorants, which will be 
killed over two periods and their stomachs analysed to examine their diet… Once 
we have the results of the stomach analysis and of this summer’s River Dee 
acoustic tagging, we hope to do two other pieces of work. One will look for trends 
in the bird-count data that is supplied annually to Science and Advice for Scottish 
Agriculture for rivers on which a licence is wanted to manage birds through Scottish 
Natural Heritage. The second piece of work will spend the bulk of the EMFF money 
in seasons 2020 and 2021 on experimental field work to establish what we can do 
to manage better the two protected species that I mentioned, if the evidence shows 
that we need to.” 

 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11992&i=108457
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Themes for discussion 

1. The concerns that were raised in the public consultation on the Regulations, 
and how they have been dealt with.  

2. The reasons for the change in grading for the Berriedale and Langwell 
Special Area of Conservation following the consultation. 

3. Ongoing work on model development, including juvenile assessment. 

4. Results of research on the impact of predation. 

5. Results from the Scottish Enterprise study on the socioeconomic impact of 
changes in river gradings. 

6. Progress made on developing a national wild Atlantic salmon strategy. 

 
Clerks/SPICe,  
Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee  
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Annexe A 
 

POLICY NOTE 
THE CONSERVATION OF SALMON (SCOTLAND) AMENDMENT (No. 2) 

REGULATIONS 2019 
SSI 2019/426 

 
Policy Objectives 

1. Salmon is a protected species under the EU Habitats Directive and the Scottish 
Government will continue to follow the principles and policies set out in the Directive 
following the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union. In addition, the North Atlantic 
Salmon Conservation Organisation (NASCO1) provides guidance that makes it clear 
that fisheries are best managed on a single river stock basis and that action should be 
taken to reduce the risks posed by any Mixed Stock Fisheries (those fisheries 
exploiting salmon from more than one river). Salmon continue to face many pressures 
in the marine and freshwater environment and there is an ongoing need to ensure and 
to demonstrate that any killing of wild salmon in Scottish waters is sustainable. In 
addition, greater protection and enhancement of stocks will help to maximise the 
socio-economic benefits that flow from them. 

2. The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 2019 
amend the Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Regulations 2016 (‘the 2016 
Regulations’) which make provision for the conservation of salmon in Scotland. The 
purpose of the 2016 Regulations is to ensure that the killing of Atlantic salmon in 
Scotland is managed by assessing and categorising specified areas of inland water in 
relation to their conservation status. The 2016 Regulations prohibit the retention of 
Atlantic salmon caught in any coastal waters in a salmon fishery district and in 
specified areas of inland waters. In addition, Ministers may agree a conservation plan 
with the local district salmon fishery board or salmon fishery proprietors, particularly in 
Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) where stocks have been identified as being in 
poor conservation status. 

3. The 2016 Regulations placed a statutory duty on the Scottish Ministers to carry out 
an assessment of the stock levels for salmon in inland waters for the purposes of 
establishing the conservation status of salmon in defined areas. This assessment is 
carried out annually. Where an area of inland waters includes a SAC the Scottish 
Ministers must have regard to the conservation objectives of the SAC when carrying 
out their assessment. The purpose of the assessment is to determine whether fishing 
is sustainable in the area in question. The assessment process entails the collation of 
information on population levels of salmon in each area based on rod catch statistics 
and other data including information from in-river fish counters. 

4. Since the introduction of the 2016 Regulations, Marine Scotland has engaged with 
the sector to develop and improve the annual conservation assessment process and 

                                            
1 The Convention for the Conservation of Salmon in the North Atlantic Ocean is a multilateral 
agreement which came into force on 1st October 1983. Its aim is to promote the conservation, 
restoration, enhancement and rational management of salmon stocks in the North Atlantic through 
international co-operation. The EU is one of the contracting parties. One of the measures in the 
Convention is the prohibition of fishing for salmon outwith the 12 mile zone in coastal States (article 
2.2). It also makes general provision regarding the availability, and sharing, of statistics for catch as 
well as stocks and the provision of scientific data. NASCO, the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation 
Organisation, is the international organisation established by the Convention. 
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the robustness of the data used in the assessment. Following scrutiny of the 
regulations in 2018 by the Scottish Parliament’s Environment, Climate Change and 
Land Reform Committee, the Scottish Government agreed that no significant changes 
would be made to the underlying assessment model for a period of three years, to 
provide stability and certainty to the sector. Each annual assessment is, however, 
based on the most recently available data from submitted catch returns and the fish 
counter network. 

Legislative Context 

5. Section 38(1) of the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries (Consolidation) (Scotland) 
Act 2003 (‘the 2003 Act’) enables the Scottish Ministers to make regulations 
considered necessary or expedient for the conservation of salmon. The Conservation 
of Salmon (Scotland) Regulations 2016 were made in February 2016 and came into 
force on 31 March 2016. Previous Amendment Regulations, reflecting developments 
in the assessment process and the outcomes of the annual assessment came into 
force on 1 April 2017, 2018 and 2019. The purpose of the current Regulations is to 
amend the 2016 Regulations to reflect the most recent stock assessment, for the 2020 
fishing season. 

The Regulations 

6. The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 2019 
amend the 2016 Regulations. Regulation 2 amends the 2016 Regulations by 
substituting schedule 2 of the 2016 Regulations. Schedule 2 describes the areas of 
inland waters where there is a prohibition on the retention of any salmon caught. 

Consultation 

7. In accordance with paragraphs 10 and 11 of schedule 1 of the 2003 Act, the Scottish 
Ministers have consulted with such persons they considered appropriate and have 
given notice of the general effect of their proposals by way of an advertisement in three 
national newspapers. The consultation period ran from 20 August to 19 September 
2019. 

8. A total of 39 written representations and objections were received from individuals 
and organisations including angling clubs, district salmon fishery boards (DSFBs), 
fishery owners and local businesses. These covered a range of issues, including those 
questioning the assessment approach and methodology, and a number making 
representations from the haaf netting community on the Solway. Recurring issues or 
themes raised in the comments also included a number of people commenting on 
issues relating to predation or to poaching. Each of these has been considered in 
finalising the draft amendment regulations and Marine Scotland has responded to 
each of the submissions received, with a view to answering the points made. 

Impact and Financial effects 

9. A Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment (BRIA) has been prepared for 
these Regulations. 

Marine Scotland 
December 2019 
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Annexe B 

Final Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment 

Title of Proposal   

 The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 2019    

Purpose and intended effect     

Background    

The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 2019 amend 
the Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Regulations 2016 (‘the 2016 Regulations’) 
which make provision for the conservation of salmon in Scotland.  The regulations set 
out a mandatory catch and release regime for Atlantic salmon caught in coastal 
waters, and in specified inland waters by prohibiting the retention of salmon.    

This is the fifth time that an annual assessment of conservation status has been 
undertaken.  The assessment model for the 2020 fishing season categorised 173 
rivers or assessment groups, including 17 Special Areas of Conservation (SACs), 
according to their conservation status.      

Objective    

The package of regulatory measures places a duty on the Scottish Ministers to carry 
out an assessment of the conservation status of salmon in specified inland waters. 
Where areas include a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) Ministers must have 
regard to the conservation objectives for that SAC. The purpose of the assessment is 
to determine whether fishing for Atlantic salmon is sustainable in each area.    

Rationale for Government intervention    

Salmon is a protected species under the EU Habitats Directive and the Scottish 
Government will continue to follow the principles and policies set out in the Directive 
following the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union. In addition, the North Atlantic 
Salmon Conservation Organisation (NASCO) provides guidance that makes it clear 
that fisheries are best managed on a single river stock basis and that action should be 
taken to reduce the risks posed by any Mixed Stock Fisheries (those fisheries 
exploiting salmon from more than one river).     

Salmon continue to face many pressures in the marine and freshwater environment 
and there is an ongoing need to ensure and to demonstrate that any killing of wild 
salmon in Scotland is sustainable. In addition, greater protection and enhancement 
of stocks will help to maximise the socio-economic benefits that flow from them.      

Consultation     

Within Government    

Discussions took place with Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), Scottish Environmental 
Protection Agency (SEPA) and the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service around 
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the development of the 2016 Regulations. In addition, Marine Scotland set up a Local 
Biologist Liaison Group to coordinate the involvement of local biologists throughout 
Scotland in refining the data and methods used to determine conservation status. 
Marine Scotland continues to refine and improve the assessment process and the 
robustness of the data used in the assessment.     

Public Consultation    

For the 2020 fishing season Ministers have consulted with such persons they 
considered appropriate and have given notice of the general effect of their proposals 
by way of an advertisement in three national newspapers. The consultation period ran 
from 20 August to 19 September 2019.  In addition, more than 1,500 individuals and 
organisations were alerted by e-mail to the consultation.     

A total of 39 written representations and objections were received from individuals and 
organisations including angling clubs, district salmon fishery boards (DSFBs), fishery 
owners and local businesses.  These covered a range of issues, including those 
questioning the assessment approach and methodology, and a number making 
representations from the haaf netting community on the Solway, particularly on the 
River Annan.  Recurring issues or themes raised in the comments also included a 
number of people commenting on issues relating to predation or to poaching.  Each of 
these has been considered in finalising the draft amendment regulations and Marine 
Scotland has responded to each of the submissions received, with a view to answering 
the points made.     

Business    

For the 2020 season we have continued to engage with those sectors directly 
impacted by the measures through ad hoc meetings and the public consultation 
process.  The majority of recent representations and discussions have taken place 
with district salmon fishery boards, angling clubs and individuals involved in 
angling.  We did not receive any representations from the wider business sector.      

Options     

A detailed assessment of options was carried out prior to introducing the original 
Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Regulations 2016.     

The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 2019 do not 
introduce any new or changed policies, but give effect to the outcomes of the most 
recent annual assessment of the conservation status of salmon.     

Option 1: Do nothing    

Under this option the current regulations would remain in force.  These are based on 
an out of date assessment. This would not meet Ministers’ commitment to protect and 
conserve salmon stocks, and would not be addressing concerns expressed by the 
European Commission about how we are applying the requirements under the 
Habitats Directive in relation to wild salmon.    
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Option 2: Place a greater emphasis on local voluntary conservation measures   

While local voluntary conservation measures have had some success in the past - the 
practice of catch and release is already widely observed in Scotland with more than 
90% of all rod caught salmon released – such measures are not consistent across 
Scotland and do not provide any evidence that they relate and/or meet the 
requirements of the Habitats Directive.    

Option 3: Statutory measures to manage the killing of wild salmon in 
Scotland.   

There is an on-going need to ensure and be seen to be demonstrating that any killing 
of Atlantic salmon is sustainable. In addition, greater protection and enhancement of 
stocks will help to maximise the socio-economic benefits that flow from them. Salmon 
continue to face many pressures in the marine and freshwater environment.      

Sectors and groups affected    

Grade 3 categorisation – mandatory catch and release    

A number of angling clubs have concerns about a reported decline in the renewal of 
club memberships because of the inability to kill a salmon (but still the ability to fish) 
and in spite of the current high levels of catch and release across Scotland. While such 
concerns have been expressed in response to recent public consultations, none of 
those responding have provided detailed evidence of such impact.  In addition, this 
concern should be viewed against a long term trend away from annual membership 
and towards a more flexible “day ticket” approach to angling.    

Benefits  

The package of regulatory measures places a statutory duty on the Scottish Ministers 
to carry out an assessment of the conservation status of salmon in inland waters. The 
purpose of the assessment is to determine whether fishing is sustainable in the area 
in question. The impact of fishing on the conservation objectives of each SAC and the 
ecological requirements of Atlantic salmon form part of the wider consideration of the 
likely significance of the effect netting/angling may have on designated sites. Where 
there is a favourable conservation status for an area it is accorded a grade 1 or 2 
status. For those areas where there is no favourable conservation status for Atlantic 
salmon, a grade 3 status is applied. Those areas listed in Schedule 2 to the 2016 
Regulations, where retaining salmon is prohibited, are those areas which have been 
accorded category 3 status.     

Costs   

The conservation measures, including the continuing prohibition on the retention of 
salmon outwith estuary limits, has given rise to concerns expressed by a number of 
individuals and angling clubs, a number of whom have suggested that a decline in 
their membership is directly associated with the inability to kill a salmon (even with the 
high evidence of voluntary catch and release already evidenced in Scotland).     
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 Scottish Firms Impact Test    

We have engaged with representative bodies and individual businesses during the 
development of the conservation measures and, during the consultation period in 
2019, and specifically sought information on the potential financial impact of the 
proposed conservation measures. Those firms affected by the proposals range from 
small individual netting companies to larger sporting estates. Whilst some respondents 
expressed concern that there would potentially be a financial loss to their business 
they were unable to quantify the extent or provide any financial information.    

Competition Assessment    

The measures will restrict fishing to a catch and release regime in many areas of 
Scotland.    

Test run of business forms    

No new forms will be introduced    

Legal Aid Impact Test     

There are no legal aid implications associated with this legislation.    

Enforcement, sanctions and monitoring     

Enforcement will be through the powers within the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries 
(Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 2003. Failure to comply with the 2016 Regulations is 
an offence under section 38(7) of the 2003 Act. A person who is found guilty of an 
offence is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard 
scale.    

Implementation and delivery plan     

The new measures will come into force on 1 April 2020.    

Post-implementation review    

The impact of the package of regulatory measures and the use of data in the 
assessment process will continue to be reviewed on an annual basis.    

Summary and recommendation     

In recognition of continuing concerns about salmon stocks and the pressures that they 
face there is a need to ensure and be seen to be demonstrating that any killing is 
sustainable. The package of regulatory measures seeks to protect the weakest stocks 
by requiring catch and release in a number of areas to allow stocks to recover or at 
the very least maintain them at current levels.   

Scottish Ministers consider that the package of measures set out in the 2016 
Regulations, to be amended in the light of the most recent assessment of stocks, 
strikes the right balance between the interests of those who fish for salmon and the 
conservation of the species for the benefit of future generations.    
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Declaration and publication     

I have read the Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that 
(a) it represents a fair and reasonable view of the expected costs, benefits and impact 
of the policy, and (b) that the benefits justify the costs.     

Signed:    

Date: 17th December 2019   

Roseanna Cunningham    

Cabinet Secretary for Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform    

Scottish Government contact point: Keith Main 
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Annexe C  

2017  2018  2019  District  River Name    Outflow point  2020  Change  

                

3   3   3   Add  River Add   NR 8049 9248  3    

3   3   3   Ailort (Aylort)  River Ailort   NM 7649 8202  3    

3   3   3   Aline  River Aline   NM 6976 4751  3    

1   3   1   Alness  Alness River   NH 6586 6803  2  ▼  

3   3   3  Balnagowan River   NH 7797 7299  3    

1   3   3  River Glass    NH 6278 6561  3    

3   3   3   Annan  River Annan   NY 1904 6454  3    

3   3   3   Applecross  River Applecross   NG 7146 4548  3    

2   3   3   Arnisdale  River Arnisdale   NG 8499 0935  3    

3   3   3   Awe  River Awe   NN 0127 3273  3    

2   3   3   River Etive   NN 1162 4537  3    

2   3   2   Ayr  River Ayr   NS 3282 2274  3  ▼  

3   3   3    Baa  Coladoir and 

Leidle    

Coladoir River   NM 5421 2886  3    

Leidle River   NM 5187 2644  

1   1   1  River Ba   NM 5372 4109  1    

3   3   3  River Bellart   NM 4299 5175  3    

1  3  1  Badachro  Kerry and 

Badachro group     

Badachro River   NG 7826 7375  2  ▼  

River Kerry   NG 8122 7388  

2   3   2   Balgay  Balgy River    NG 8476 5465  2    

2   3   1   Beauly  River Beauly   NH 5537 4816  1    

1   3   1   Berriedale  Berriedale and Langwell Waters SAC   ND 1202 2248  2  ▼  

3   3   3   Bervie  Bervie Water   NO 8356 7253  3    
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2   3   3   Bladnoch 

(Bladenoch)  

River Bladnoch SAC   NX 4407 5482  3    

3   3   2   Broom  River Broom   NH 1765 8511  2    

1   3   1   Brora  River Brora   NC 9099 0384  1    

3   3   3   River Loth   NC 9537 0980  3    

3   3   3   Carradale  Carradale Water   NR 8023 3722  3    

2   3   3   Glenlussa Water   NR 7652 2552  3    

2   3   2   Carron  River Carron (Strathcarron)   NG 9339 4138  2    

    

  

2017  2018  2019  District  River Name    Outflow point  2020  Change  

                

3   3   3   

  

  

  

  

  

Clayburn  East Harris    Abhainn Leac a' Li   NG 1256 9290  3    

Abhainn na Ciste   NG 0745 8753  

Loch Creavat system   NG 1183 9286  

Loch Flodabay system   NG 0996 8893  

Loch Huamavat system   NG 0821 8764  

Loch Manias system   NG 1001 8940  

2   2   1   Laxadale Lochs    NG 1815 9952  1    

3   3   3   

  

Scaladale and 

Vigadale    

River Scaladale   NB 1900 1029  3    

River Vigadale    NB 1892 1150  

2   3   2   Clyde and Leven  Endrick Water SAC   NS 4262 8957  2    

2   1   2   River Clyde   NS 4615 7250  2    

3   3   3   River Goil   NN 1959 0147  3    

2   3   2   River Leven (Dunbartonshire) *   NS 3951 7423  2    

1   1   1   Conon  River Conon   NH 5616 5788  1    

1   1   1   Cree  River Cree   NX 4654 5812  1    
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2   3   3   

  

  

  

  

Creed  Eishken Estate    Abhainn Shromois    NB 2485 1555  3    

Abhainn Smuaisibhig   NB 2726 0486  

Loch Eishken system    NB 3278 1184  

Loch Sgiobacleit system   NB 2944 1632  

Loch Stiomrabhaigh 

system   

NB 3465 1145  

1   2   1   River Creed   NB 4185 3178  1    

2   3   3   

  

Soval Estate     Loch Strandavat system    NB 2701 1975  3    

River Laxay    NB 3320 2118  

    3   

  

Aline Estate   Abhainn Mhuil   NB 2134 1282  3    

Abhainn Mor Kintaravay   NB 2319 1729  

3   3   3   Creran  River Creran   NN 0054 4563  3    

3   3   3   Croe (Crowe)  River Shiel (Shiel Bridge)   NG 9327 1889  3    

3   3   3   Dee (Aberdeenshire)  Carron Water   NO 8753 8573  3    

3   3   3   Cowie Water   NO 8754 8621  3    

1   1   1   River Dee SAC   NJ 9655 0605  1    

    

 

2017  2018  2019  District  River Name   Outflow point  2020  Change  

        

3  3  2  Dee (Kirkcudbright)  River Dee (Kirkcudbrightshire)  NX 6842 5127  2   

1  2  1  Deveron  River Deveron  NJ 6945 6385  2  ▼  

3  3  3  Water of Philorth  NK 0223 6487  3   

2  3  3  Don  River Don  NJ 9528 0943  3   

1  1  2  Doon  River Doon  NS 3238 1952  2   

3  3  ***  Drummachloy  No individual river data held   ****   

1  3  1  Dunbeath  Dunbeath Water  ND 1649 2946  1   
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3  3  3  Echaig (Eckaig)  River Eachaig  NS 1569 8277  3   

2  3  1  Ewe  River Ewe  NG 8576 8091  1   

1  2  2  Fincastle  Loch Steisavat system   NG 0145 8697  2   

1  1  1  River Laxdale (Harris)  NG 0921 9722  2  ▼  

3  3  1  North Harris SAC  Abhainn Mhiabhaig  NB 0994 0602  2  ▼  

Amhuinnsuidhe  NB 0498 0768  

Leosavay River  NB 0408 0809  

1  1  1  Findhorn  River Findhorn  NJ 0244 6184  1   

3  3  3  Fleet (Kirkcudbright)  Water of Fleet  NX 5876 5476  3   

3  3  ***  Fleet (Sutherland)  No individual river data held   ****   

1  2  1  Forss  Forss Water  ND 0286 6994  1   

3  3  3  Forth  River Almond  NT 1888 7705  3   

3  3  3  River Avon  NS 9559 8111  3   

2  3  3  River Carron (Grangemouth)  NS 9310 8280  3   

3  3  3  River Devon  NS 8492 9359  3   

2  2  2  River Forth  NS 7982 9439  2   

3  3  3  River Leven (Fife)  NO 3803 0041  3   

1  1  1  River Teith SAC ***  NS 7982 9439  2  ▼  

3  3  3  River Tyne  NT 6246 7926  3   

3  3  3  Fyne  Cuilarstich Burn  NR 8598 8796  3   

3  3  3  Kinglas Water  NN 1803 1086  3   

3  3  3  River Aray  NN 0982 0905  3   
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2017  2018  2019  District  River Name   Outflow point  2020  Change  

        

1  2  2  Girvan  Water of Girvan  NX 1827 9820  3  ▼  

3  3  3  Glenelg  Gleann Beag River  NG 8044 1812  3   

3  3  3  Glenmore River  NG 8119 1987  3   

3  3  ***  Gour  No individual river data held   ****   

2  3  3  Gress (Greiss)  River Gress   NB 4902 4120  3   

2  3  3  

Laxdale and   

Blackwater 

(Lewis)  

River Laxadale  NB 4321 3443  3   

River Blackwater  NB 4417 3590  

1  3  1  Grudie  Kyle of Durness  Daill River  NC 3592 6822  1   

 Grudie River  NC 3583 6307  

 River Dionard  NC 3647 6252  

2  3  2  Gruinard  Gruinard River  NG 9586 9201  1  ▲  

2  3  3  Little Gruinard River SAC  NG 9473 8991  3   

1  1  1  Halladale  Halladale River  NC 8891 6481  1   

1  1  1  Helmsdale  River Helmsdale  ND 0286 1514  1   

1  3  1  Hope and Polla or 

Strathbeg  

River Hope  NC 4788 6209  2  ▼  

3  3  River Polla  NC 3909 5470  3   

2  3  1  Howmore  Howmore and  

Loch Bi  

Howmore River  NF 7541 3622  1   

Loch Bi system  NF 7694 4640   

2  2  3  Kildonan and 

Loch a' Bharp    

Loch a' Bharp system  NF 7892 2041  3   

Loch Kildonan system   NF 7232 2759   

 3  3  Inchard  Abhainn Aisir Mhor system  NC 2017 5833  3   

1  2  1  Rhiconich River  NC 2535 5228  1   

3  3  3  Strath Shinary River  NC 2249 6543  3   
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3  3  3  Inner  Corran River  NR 5459 7123  3   

2  3  2  Lussa River (Jura)  NR 6425 8682  2   

3  3  3  Oisdale River  NR 5973 8412  3   

2  3  1  Inver  River Inver  NC 0957 2305  2  ▼ 

        

        

  

2017  2018  2019  District  River Name    Outflow point  2020  Change  

                

3   3   3   Iorsa  Glenrosa Water   NS 0110 3666  3    

3   3   3   Iorsa Water   NR 8831 3686  3    

3   3   2   Machrie Water   NR 8926 3350  3  ▼  

1   2   2   Irvine  River Garnock   NS 3064 3827  2    

3   3   3   River Irvine   NS 3069 3824  3    

3   3   2   Kanaird (Kennart)  River Kanaird   NC 1211 0030  2    

3   3   3   Kilchoan  Inverie and 

Guiserein  

 Gleann na Guiserein 

River   

NG 7425 0730  3  

  

  

Inverie River   NM 7743 9887    

3  3  3  River Carnach  NM 8617 9602  3    

1   3   1   Kinloch  Kinloch River   NC 5564 5287  2  ▼  

2   3   2   Kirkaig  Polly and Oscaig   River Oscaig  NC 0413 1363  3  

  

▼  

River Polly  NC 0663 1413    

1  1  1  River Kirkaig   NC 0778 1939  1    

3   3   ***   Kishorn  No individual river data held     ****    

1   1   1   Kyle of Sutherland  River Carron (Bonar Bridge)   NH 6063 9189  1    

3   3   3   River Evelix   NH 7344 8756  3    

1   1   1   River Oykel SAC   NH 6093 9121  1    
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2   1   1   River Shin   NH 5723 9664  1    

3  

  

3  

  

3  

  

Laggan  Kintour and 

Claggain   

 Claggain River   NR 4630 5364  3  

  

  

Kintour River  NR 4652 5175    

3  

  

3  

  

2  

  

Laggan and Sorn     River Laggan   NR 2928 5541  3  

  

▼  

River Sorn  NR 3326 6209    

3  3  3  Laxford  Duartmore Burn   NC 1787 3695  3    

1  

  

3   

  

1  

  

  Laxford and 

Gleann Dubh    

Gleann Dubh River  NC 2873 3340  1    

  River Laxford  NC 2293 4737  

2   3   3   Leven  River Coe   NN 0981 5921  3    

2   1   3   River Leven (Inverness-shire)   NN 1814 6214  3    

2   3   3   Little Loch Broom 

(Little Broom)  

Dundonnel River   NH 0906 8879  3    

                

    

 

2017  2018  2019  District  River Name   Outflow point  2020  Change  

        

2  3  2  Loch Long  Ling and Elchaig  River Elchaig  NG 9344 3016  3  ▼  

River Ling  NG 9350 3025  

2  2  2  Loch Roag  Caslabhat and 

Tamanabhaigh    

Abhainn Caslabhat  NB 0354 3136  2   

Abhainn Tamanabhaigh  NB 0404 2014  

1  1  1  Forsa River (Lewis)  NB 0533 3260  1   

1  2  1  Langavat SAC   NB 2155 2968  1   

2  3  3  Loch Morsgail system  NB 1387 2427  3   

3   3  3  Mhor a' Ghlinne  Abhainn Mhor a' Ghlinne  

Ruaidh   

NB 1017 3255  3   
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Ruaidh and 

Geisiadar  

Loch Geisiadar system  NB 1131 3221  

1  2  1  River Barvas   NB 3404 5079  2  ▼  

1  2  1  River Blackwater (Lewis)   NB 2339 3140  1   

2  3  3  River Carloway   NB 2021 4245  3   

2  2  2  Lochy  River Lochy  NN 1089 7477  2   

1  2  3  River Nevis  NN 1087 7466  3   

3  3  3  Lossie  River Lossie  NJ 2384 7072  3   

2  2  3  Luce  Water of Luce  NX 1955 5563  3   

3  3  3  Lussa  Lussa River (Mull)  NM 6895 3085  3   

2  3  3  Moidart  River Moidart  NM 7078 7242  2  ▲  

2  3  2  Morar  River Morar  NM 6755 9247  3  ▼  

3  3  3  Mullanageren, 
Horarsary and 
Lochna-Ciste (North  
Uist)  

Abhainn Eig   NF 7716 7376  3   

 3  3  Horisary River  NF 7611 6761  3   

3  2  2  North Uist Lochs  Loch Grogary system  NF 7088 7204  2   

Loch nan Geireann 

system  

NF 8438 7363  

Loch Sgealtair system  NF 9065 6840  

1  1  1  Nairn  River Nairn  NH 8886 5710  1   

1  1  1  Naver and Borgie  River Borgie SAC  NC 6839 6227  1   

1  1  1  River Naver SAC  NC 7100 6017  1   
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2017  2018  2019  District  River Name   Outflow point  2020  Change  

        

3  3  3  Nell  River Euchar  NM 8244 2218  3   

3  3  3  River Nell  NM 8750 2471  3   

3  3  1  Ness  River Moriston SAC  NH 4298 1622  2  ▼  

3 > 2  3 > 2  1  River Ness (excluding the Moriston) **  NH 6599 4700  2  ▼  

2  1  2  Nith  River Nith  NX 9945 6610  3  ▼  

1  1  1  North Esk  River North Esk  NO 7394 6251  1   

3  3  ***  Orkney Islands  No individual river data held   ****   

3  3  3  Ormsary  Barr Water  NR 6610 3576  3   

3  3  3  Pennygowan  Aros River  NM 5585 4474  3   

3  3  3  River Forsa (Mull)  NM 6000 4331  3   

3  3  1  Resort  North Harris SAC  Abhainn Mhor Ceann 

Reasort  

NB 1060 1720  2  ▼  

Loch a' Ghlinne system   NB 0181 1355  

3  3  3  Ruel  River Ruel  NS 0112 8100  3   

3  3  ***  Sanda  No individual river data held   ****   

3  3  3  Scaddle  River Scaddle  NN 0233 6853  3   

3  3  ***  Shetland Islands  No individual river data held   ****   

3  3  3  Shiel  Achateny and 

Fascadale    

Achateny Water  NM 5185 7063  3   

Allt Fascadale  NM 4987 7069  

3  3  3  River Shiel (Shielfoot)  NM 6596 7116  3   

3  3  3  Sligachan, Broadford  

and Portree  

Broadford River  NG 6413 2362  3   

3  3  3  Brogaig,   

Stenscholl and  

Kilmaluag River  NG 4387 7491  3   

River Brogaig  NG 4760 6848  
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Kilmaluag    Stenscholl River  NG 4847 6829  

 3  3  

3  

2  

Lealt River  NG 5203 6046  3   

3  3  River Sligachan  NG 4908 3044  3   

2  3  Varragill River  NG 4766 4122  2   

3  3  ***  Small Isles  No individual river data held   ****   

        

2017  2018  2019  District  River Name   Outflow point  2020  Change  

        

3  3  3  Snizort  Drynoch and 

Eynort   

Eynort River  NG 3810 2644  3   

River Drynoch  NG 4062 3140   

3  3  3  Fhionnairigh and 

Scavaig    

Abhainn Camas 

Fhionnairigh  

NG 5096 1880  3   

Scavaig River  NG 4874 1949   

Ant-Statha Mhoir  NG 5642 2239   

1  3  2  Hinnisdal to 

Haultin   

River Haultin  NG 4168 5173  3  ▼  

River Hinnisdal  NG 3828 5755   

River Romesdal  NG 4079 5338   

3  3  2  Snizort and Ose   River Ose  NG 3137 4063  2   

River Snizort  NG 4137 4878   

1  2  1  South Esk  River South Esk SAC  NO 6753 5771  2  ▼  

1  1  1  Spey  River Spey SAC  NJ 3439 6567  1   

1  1  1  Stinchar  River Stinchar  NX 0810 8166  2  ▼  

2  3  3  Strathy  River Strathy  NC 8346 6578  3   

3  3  3  Sunart  Carnoch River  NM 8352 6071  3   

2  3  2  Tay  River Earn  NO 1980 1865  3  ▼  

2  3  3  River Eden  NO 4519 1919  3   
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1  1  1  River Tay SAC  NO 1970 1888  1   

1  1  1  Thurso  River Thurso SAC  ND 1176 6817  1   

3  3  3  Torridon  River Torridon  NG 8995 5510  3   

1  1  1  Tweed  River Tweed SAC  NU 0010 5228  1   

3  3  3  Ugie  River Ugie  NK 1217 4739  3   

2  3  3  Ullapool  Ullapool River  NH 1233 9469  3   

2  2  2  Urr  Urr Water  NX 8362 5458  2   

1  1  1  Wick  Wick River  ND 3623 5089  1   

2  3  3  Ythan  River Ythan  NK 0063 2441  3   

 *The River Leven (Dunbartonshire) is given a Grade 2 due to the presence of the Grade 2 Endrick Water SAC within the   
system. 

 **  The River Ness is given a Grade 2 due to the presence of the Grade 2 River Moriston SAC within the system.  
***    The River Teith SAC excludes: 1) the Allan Waters which drains to NS 7866 9603 and 2) all inland 
waters which drain to NS 7695 9614. ****  No individual river data is held in 8 Districts - These remain Grade 3 
for 2019. 
  
Summary  

 

Category  2016 

(Districts)  

2017 

(Rivers)  

2018  2019   2020  

       

1  11  47  28  48   35  

2  15  48  21  30   35  

3  82  73  122  95   103  

 ▲ Grade rises one level      2  
 ▼ Grade falls one level      25  
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Annexe D 

Summary of Salmon Conservation Regulation Methodology 

In 2016 the Scottish Government introduced Salmon Conservation Regulations with 
the aim of determining whether or not salmon stocks can support exploitation by 
fisheries.  As in England, Wales, Ireland and Norway, each stock is assessed by 
setting an egg requirement for the stock and estimating whether or not this requirement 
is met. As recommended by the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation 
(NASCO) the egg requirement is set to maintain the sustainability of a stock, rather 
than maximise juvenile output or other alternate measures used by local managers. 
Numbers of eggs are used as the basis for assessment to account for changes through 
the season and over the years in biological characteristics such as size of the fish or 
sex ratio of the stock.   
 
Assessments are undertaken for each river, except in those areas where fishery catch 
cannot be assigned to individual rivers. In such cases, rivers are combined to form 
assessment groups. The process for each assessable area is summarised below as 
five steps. These steps are carried out for each of the most recent five years.    

Step 1: Converting Reported Rod Catches to Numbers of Returning Salmon   

In Scotland there are a small number of rivers with fish counters on their lower reaches 
which can be used to measure numbers of returning adult salmon directly. Hence, for 
any given month at these sites, there are measures of both counts and catches of 
salmon. It is then possible to produce an equation (mathematical model) that best 
estimates the total number of fish for any given catch of salmon.   
  
In common with methods used in other countries, catches of salmon are used to 
estimate salmon numbers in areas without counters. The model gives a monthly 
correction factor which is multiplied with catch numbers to estimate the actual number 
of salmon. The correction factor:   
   

• accounts for changes between months where, for a given count, catches are 
lower during the summer than during the spring/autumn;   

• uses flow to account for changes in angling conditions with salmon shown to 
be more catchable in higher flows than in low flow conditions. For example, out 
of 100 fish entering a river during June it is estimated that 4 would be caught in 
low flow conditions compared to 7 in normal flows and 11 in high flow 
conditions.    

The pattern of catches within the fishing season is then used to estimate numbers 
returning outside the fishing season.   
  
Step 2: Converting Numbers of Returning Salmon to Numbers of Spawning 
Females   
   
The total number of returning salmon is then used to determine the number of 
spawning females. Information on the ages of the salmon is first required due to 
differences in the proportion of one-sea winter (1SW) and multi-sea winter (MSW) fish 
that are female.   
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Information from 208,457 salmon collected from 42 rivers throughout Scotland 
between 1963 and 2018 was used to examine how the percentage of female fish in 
each age class differs with month, year and location within Scotland. This figure is 
combined with the estimated number of returning salmon for each river and year to 
produce the number of returning adults for each age class. These numbers are 
converted to the number of females using available information from 10 sites 
throughout Scotland which found that 49.5% of 1SW and 71.4% of MSW salmon were 
female.   
   
The number of spawning salmon is calculated as the number of returning salmon 
minus those killed by the rod fishery (all retained fish + 10% of released fish) and 
minus 9% to account for other in-river mortality factors (e.g. predation, disease).    

Step 3: Converting Numbers of Spawning Females to Numbers of Eggs   

The number of eggs produced by a spawning female salmon is related to its size and 
age. Information on the sizes and ages of 205,544 salmon collected from 39 sites 
throughout Scotland between 1963 and 2018 was used to estimate the egg content of 
individual salmon with respect to month, year and location within Scotland. These 
estimates of the egg contents of individual females are combined with the numbers of 
spawning females for each different age/month combination and summed.   

Step 4: Egg Requirement   

The numbers of eggs required to produce sustainable salmon stocks in different 
Scottish rivers was estimated from 11 rivers where information on stock-recruitment 
relationships was available. Mathematical models of these data were developed to 
produce egg requirement estimates for areas without stock-recruitment data using 
information on its geographic location and productivity. Egg requirements are 
expressed as the number of eggs required for every square metre wetted area of 
salmon habitat (in order to achieve the maximum sustainable yield). The wetted area 
available to salmon for each assessable area was calculated using the most up to date 
information on the distribution of salmon from historical records and recent 
consultations with local Fishery Trusts and Boards. The wetted area and egg 
requirement are multiplied together to produce an overall egg requirement for each 
river.     

Step 5: Number of Eggs vs. Egg Requirement     

With perfect information, the conservation status would be determined by whether or 
not the number of eggs deposited by spawning salmon is greater than the egg 
requirement. However, calculations are complicated by uncertainties in the estimates 
of the numbers of eggs produced by returning adults, the egg requirement and the 
area accessible to salmon. Instead these uncertainties are combined to calculate the 
percentage chance that the egg requirement has been reached for each of the last 
five years (2014-2018) and used to determine the grade for each river.   
   

• Grade 1. At least an average (mean) chance of 80% that the egg requirement 
has been met over the past 5 years.   

• Grade 2. An average chance of 60-80% that the egg requirement has been met 
over the past 5 years.   
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• Grade 3.  An average chance of less than 60% that the egg requirement has 
been met over the past 5 years.   

It is recognised that fisheries may not be the main drivers of change in salmon stocks, 
nor will compulsory catch and release on its own necessarily lead to conservation 
limits being attained. However, it is clear that when stocks are below their conservation 
limit, reducing numbers killed by fisheries will help towards CLs being met in the future. 
 
Worked example: River South Esk  
   
The following example illustrates each of the steps described above using data for the 
River South Esk assessment. To account for uncertainty in some of the data used in 
the assessment, such as salmon distribution and the correction factors to convert 
catches to estimated numbers of salmon, these estimates are expressed as 
distributions rather than single numbers. The model then runs the calculations 10,000 
times, randomly picking values from these ranges on each run. The results from these 
calculations are then also expressed as distributions. In the case of step 5, the 
probability that the number of eggs exceeds the egg target is simply the percentage 
of runs where this is the case.        
   
Step 1: Converting Reported Catches to Numbers of Returning Salmon   
   
The reported catches for the River South Esk during 2014 to 2018 are given below 
(black = retained, blue = released):   
   

  
   

   

Flow data obtained from SEPA for the River South Esk are given below. Data have 
been adjusted to show changes from the mean flow across the period 1989-2016, 
points above the line are higher than average flow, below reflect drier than usual 
conditions.    
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The flow data are used to produce a monthly correction factor which is then applied to 
the catches to produce the following estimates of the numbers returning to the South 
Esk each month. The plots highlight the uncertainty around these estimates, with 50% 
of the estimates falling within the range of values covered by the wide bars; 70% in 
the medium width bar and 90% in the range depicted by the line. Months shown in 
black are out of season estimates, where there are no rod catch data. These are 
produced by applying the seasonal patterns in numbers returning over a fish counter 
for counter site in Scotland.   
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These estimates can be added together to give an estimate of the number of salmon 
returning to the river in each of the 5 years:   
   

  
   

   

Step 2: Converting Numbers of Returning Salmon to Numbers of Spawning 

Females   

   

Information on the age composition of salmon returning to the River South Esk during 
2014-2018 is presented below:   
 

 
This information is used to convert the number of returning salmon into numbers of 
different age groups. After removing the fish killed by the fishery, accounting for natural 
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mortality and the percentage female fish the number of female spawners for each age 
is estimated to be:   
   

  
   

Step 3: Converting Numbers of Spawning Females to Numbers of Eggs   

   

For the Doon the egg content of individual females was estimated to be:    
   

 
   

These figures are then combined with the number of females to estimate the number 
of eggs:   
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These monthly estimates for the different ages of fish can then be combined to 
estimate the total number of eggs each year:   
   

  
   

    

Step 4: Egg Requirement   
   

The average egg requirement for the South Esk is 2.84 eggs for every square metre 
wetted area of salmon habitat in the river, although there is considerable variation 
around this estimate. Wetted areas were estimated following discussions with local 
Fishery Trusts and Boards regarding the distribution of salmon within the rivers, with 
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an estimated 2,281,060 square meters of known salmon habitat in the River South 
Esk and a further 23,422 square meters where salmon may be present. Accounting 
for all the uncertainty given the following egg requirement for the South Esk:   
   

    
 
Step 5: Number of Eggs vs. Egg Requirement   
   

For each year, in order to assess the certainty around whether the egg target is met a 
single egg requirement is taken from the range shown in step 3 above and compared 
to a single egg requirement taken from step 4. For example:   
   

Egg requirement   Number of eggs   

10,000,000   8,000,000   

6,000,000   9,500,000   

4,000,000   5,500,000   

9,000,000   10,500,000   

13,800,000   11,000,000   

6,000,000   3,500,000   

5,000,000   7,000,000   

12,000,000   13,000,000   

7,500,000   6,000,000   

5,500,000   8,000,000   

   

In this example the number of eggs exceeds the egg requirement in 7 out of 10 (70%) 
cases (shown in bold).    
   

For each year this process is repeated 10,000 times and the percentage of cases 
where the egg target has been reached calculated. The percentage chance that the 
egg requirements have been reached for the last 5 years are set out in the following 
table:   
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Year   % above requirement   

2014   83.8   

2015   80.6   

2016   86.1   

2017   77.6   

2018   67.2   

Average   79.1   

   

The chances are averaged over the last 5 years and as the average falls between 60 

and 80% the South Esk is Grade 2.    
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Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee  
 

3rd Meeting, 2020 (Session 5), Tuesday 28 January 2020 
 
 
SSI 2019/427: Electricity Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) 
Amendment Regulations 2019 
 
Type of Instrument:  Negative 
 
Laid Date:    19 December 2019 
 
Meeting Date:   28 January 2020 
 
Minister to attend meeting: No 
 
Motion for annulment lodged: No 
 
Drawn to the Parliament’s attention by the Delegated Powers and Law Reform 
Committee?    No 
 
Reporting deadline:  12 February 2020 
 
Background 
 
1. The SSI (2019/427) Electricity Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) 
(Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2019 was laid in the Scottish Parliament on 19 
December 2019 and referred to the Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform 
Committee for consideration under the negative procedure. The instrument was laid 
under schedule 2 of the European Communities Act 1972 and is subject to annulment 
within 40 days of it being laid. 
 
Purpose of the instrument 
 
2. The purpose of this instrument is to amend the Electricity Works (Environmental 
Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2017 (“the 2017 EW Regulations”) to 
distinguish within the instrument between an Electricity Act consent and a multi-stage 
consent. 

3. This will align the 2017 EW Regulations with the Marine Works (Environmental 
Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2017 (“the 2017 MW Regulations”) and 
the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) 
Regulations 2017 (“the 2017 TCP Regulations”). 

4. The 2017 EW Regulations is the principal statutory instrument transposing the 
requirements of Council Directive 2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effects of 
certain public and private projects on the environment (“the EIA Directive”) into 
domestic law for Scotland in relation to applications for consent under sections 36 and 
section 37 of the Electricity Act 1989. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2019/427/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2019/427/made
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5. This SSI amends the 2017 EW Regulations in accordance with paragraphs (2) 
to (4). The amendments to regulation 2(4)(b) clarify the meaning of “development” in 
relation to applications for multi-stage consent. Amendments to regulations 4(5) and 
21(2)(f) clarify that references to “consent” are to “Electricity Act consent”, which is 
defined in regulation 2 of the 2017 Regulations. 

6. A copy of the Policy Note is included in Annexe A. 
 

7. An Equality Impact Assessment was not required as the amendments do not 
impact people directly or indirectly, and the Cabinet Secretary for Transport, 
Infrastructure and Connectivity confirmed that no Business and Regulatory Impact 
Assessment was necessary. 

Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee (DPLRC) 
 

8. At its meeting on 14 January 2020, the DPLRC considered the instrument and 
had no comments to make.  
 
Procedure for Negative Instruments 
 
9. Negative instruments are instruments that are “subject to annulment” by 
resolution of the Parliament for a period of 40 days after they are laid. All negative 
instruments are considered by the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee (on 
various technical grounds) and by the relevant lead committee (on policy grounds). 
Under Rule 10.4, any member (whether or not a member of the lead committee) may, 
within the 40-day period, lodge a motion for consideration by the lead committee 
recommending annulment of the instrument. If the motion is agreed to, the 
Parliamentary Bureau must then lodge a motion to annul the instrument for 
consideration by the Parliament. 

 
10. If that is also agreed to, Scottish Ministers must revoke the instrument. Each 
negative instrument appears on a committee agenda at the first opportunity after the 
Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee has reported on it. This means that, if 
questions are asked or concerns raised, consideration of the instrument can usually 
be continued to a later meeting to allow correspondence to be entered into or a 
Minister or officials invited to give evidence. In other cases, the Committee may be 
content simply to note the instrument and agree to make no recommendation on it. 
 
Clerks,  
Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee  

 
 
 
 

 
  

https://digitalpublications.parliament.scot/Committees/Report/DPLR/2020/1/15/Subordinate-Legislation-Considered-by-the-Delegated-Powers-and-Law-Reform-Committee-on-14-January-2020#No-Points-Raised
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Annexe A 
 

POLICY NOTE 
THE ELECTRICITY WORKS (ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT) 

(SCOTLAND) AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 2019 
SSI 2019/427 

 
The above instrument was made in exercise of the powers conferred by section 2(2) 
of the European Communities Act 1972 and section 36C(2) of the Electricity Act 1989. 
The instrument is subject to negative procedure. 
 
Purpose of the instrument 
The purpose of this instrument is to amend the Electricity Works (Environmental 
Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2017 (“the 2017 EW Regulations”) to 
distinguish within the instrument between an Electricity Act consent and a multi-stage 
consent. This will align the 2017 EW Regulations with the Marine Works 
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2017 (“the 2017 MW 
Regulations”) and the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2017 (“the 2017 TCP Regulations”). 
 
Policy Objectives 
 
The 2017 EW Regulations is the principal statutory instrument transposing the 
requirements of Council Directive 2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effects of 
certain public and private projects on the environment (“the EIA Directive”) into 
domestic law for Scotland in relation to applications for consent under sections 36 and 
section 37 of the Electricity Act 1989. 
 
Duty to include certain information in an EIA decision notice 
 
The 2017 EW Regulations, 2017 TCP Regulations and the 2017 MW Regulations all 
contain provisions as to what must be include in a decision notice on the grant of, as 
the case may be a grant of planning permission, a marine licence or a consent under 
section 36 or 37 of the Electricity Act 1989. Given the different terminology used in 
each it is clear that the relevant regulations in respect of the grant of planning 
permission and marine licences do not also refer to a multi-stage consent. However 
given that “consent” can be read as Electricity act consent or a multi-stage consent 
changes are made by these Regulations to remove this inconsistency and to put all 
the various Regulations on the same footing. Regulation 21(2)(f) is amended so that 
these provisions only apply to an Electricity Act consent and not a multistage consent 
to align the 2017 EW Regulations with the 2017 MW Regulations and the 2017 TCP 
Regulations. 
 
Consultation 
 
There has been no formal public consultation regarding this instrument. We will advise 
relevant stakeholders regarding the rationale for these amendments. 
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Impact Assessments 
 
An Equality Impact Assessment was not required as the amendments do not impact 
people directly or indirectly. 
 
Financial Effects 
 
The Cabinet Secretary for Transport, Infrastructure and Connectivity confirms that no 
BRIA is necessary. 
 
Scottish Government 
Marine Scotland 
December 2019 
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